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challenge of having to use the pipeline
grid as a storage vessel. \7ith the product
-onstantly on the move, and demand for
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slow down or stopping without risking

he pipeline industry is currentlY

undergolng significant changes
not unlike the difficulties faced
by the oilfield exPloration and
production sector in the' BOs and '90s.
Financial deterioration and reorienta.tioo of the industry environment played
'havoc to an industry which seemed to be

profitable forever. The

ment. After the dust had settled, a $500

billion loss had wreaked havoc on the
industry. As if this were not enough,

pipeline incidents and questionable handling of related procedures drew public
$/rath to the pipeline industry, resulting in
renewed law and order in the form of
49CFR195 and 793. Pipeline operator
budgets had been reshaped to reflect
harsher business conditions in a moderate
growth environment. Budgets were further modified to reflect increased maintenance costs, and further diminished the
chances to grow and exPand. On the

other hand, a growth potential for the
pipeline industry had been created over
the past three years through construction
of more efficient gas arrd/or dual-fired
power plants, proiected to provide "cleaner" electricity to power-hungry states in
the East, North and Norlhwest.
Any management faced with this scenario has no choice but to rest[ucture and
reshape its future business prospective.
Reductions in capital expenditures, overhead, reserues and cash flow, often comstaff reduction, are seen as the

"only way out". Stabilizing the ship, having it leaner and meaner while seeking
long+erm contractual secllrity, is one of
the few windows which allow the industry to look into the future. Daily delivery
contracts with power plants, the big energy consumer of the future with $100 bi1lion invested over the last three years,

apparently offer these incentives, in particular to gas pipeline operators.
ln Iiquid product flows. slorage capaciry is provided in the beginning and at the
end of the line through tank farms providPipeline & Gas Journal

the

power plant, there is no allowance for

the breach of a contract.
The integrity management rules effective since May 2007 (Liquid Ruling) and
December 2002 (Gas Ruling), respectively, provide an additional business challenge. These rules require an integrity
management process which is focused on
assuring a safe and sound operation of

pipelines located in High Consequence
Areas (HCA). They stipulate inspection

activities which wi11, in cefiain cases,
require, depending on the inspection
technology used, a slow down of the
product or a complete shutdown of the
pipeline itself.
The service quality

to execute

these

inspection activities is of utmost prioriry and
has to go in line with operational criteria
assuring product flow to the customer.

The way out of this classic bottleneck
in today's restricted business environment
is to hand more of the activity over to the

service companies specializing in the various kinds of integrity management selvices. However, hand in hand with "handing over" comes exposure: exposure to
the fact that this service has to be car:ried
out correctly, safelY, on time and on

events of

September 11 were mirrored by the cratering of Enron, both of which created
suction effects far beyond the control of
institlrtions, corporations or the govern-
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effect.

gas faces the additional

an uninterntpted daily supply to

Serwices, lnc,,

bined with

ing a stabllizing (buffer)

IN ORDER TO OBIAIN
YOUR COST SAVII.IGS
ENTER YOUR GOST
INTERNAL OPERATIONS

GOST RANGES

Launching and Heceiving Costs (manpower/equipment)

$1,000 - $5,00

INFORMATION BELOW.

Product venting/f laring

Ihroughput increase or decrease
Above Ground Marker Placement

$3,000 - $15,000

Pig Tracking

lntegration/merging of multiple sets of lLl data
Data Correlation excavations (Minimum 3 excavations)

Salaries and expenses
THIRD PARTY COSTS
Mobilizations
Transportation costs
Survey costs
$1

Day Rates

,500 - $5,000/day

AGM placement
RISI(S ASSOCIATED \^'IIH RUNNII'IG ILI TOOLS
Reruns due to problems associates with speed
Reruns due to problems with dirt, debris, paraffin, dust, etc.
Reruns and damage t0 lLl tool caused by pipeline conditions
Reruns due to lLl equipment failure

lnternal ops &

3rd party costs

Standby charges due t0 pipeline operational issues
Additional mobilization charges due t0 pipeline operational

lLl tool stuck in pipeline due to pipeline problems

Table: lLl Cost breakdown.

to identiry mechanical
The most significant economicjustification for COMBO te'chnology lies in the increased ability
any technology that assists in the
damage. Due to the fact that mechanical dmage is the leading cause of pipeline failues,
ofcatmhophic faihues'
identification ofmechmical dmage can resuliin substantial savings realized liom the prevention
with one fatalRecent documentation Il] has cited the staggering costs ofpipeline failures. The legal cost associated
pipelines from
ity on a recent failr." *u, S280 -illion. eropirty damage costs for liquid and natural gas transmission
The average loss ofthroughput for natural gas transmission pipeline incidents is
1gg4-1gg9 totaled $279 million.
between $287,000 and $574,000.
the ability to identiry
The incorporation ofHR-MFL, DEF, and INS technology on the same tool greatly increases
provides a case study
wall loss in dents associated with mechanical damage in an HCA. The next section in this paper
example of wall loss in a dent identified by an 18" COMBO tool'
I ioch, C H., et al., ..Corrosion Costs and Preventive Sffategies in the United States", Report by CC Technologies
and Development,
Labomtories, Inc. to Federal Highway Adminishation (FHWA), Office of Infiastructue Research
Report FHWA-RD-OI-156, September 2001.
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budget. Out of the need to keep going
rwenty-four hours a day, three hundred
and sixcy-five days a year, the drilling

industry carved the word "uptime" as
opposed to downtime, soon to become

the single most used word in the E&P sector, which successfully met similar challenges a decade ago.

nrns deliver a vital part of information
needed in the integrity management of

Some companies have developed socalled Combo tools which combine technology in one single t6ol (1 run) for
which otherwise several runs (multiple

the line ttrch as wal1 thickness and maximum allowable operating pressures.

costs) would have been required. In such,

through the line successfully while obtaining all of the desired data is calied a "First

exposure to failure and reduction in product flow is minimized while increasing
dara acatracy. Data obtained from these
runs, which undergo an elaborate interpretation process, allow conclusions to be
drawn on the general condition of the
Not surprisingly, inspection

The preferred inspection method for
pipelines is "ILI" (in-line inspection), better known as pigging. In general, the free

pig (a highly sophisticated
electronic sensing device), flows with the
product t
while
the
swimming

@

the conditions of that pipe such as deformation, dents, and in particular, corrosion.

PIG TRANSMITTERS / SENSORS

In the Ill-service, "uptime" stands for
"First Run Success". Getting the pig
Run Success" (FRS). A failure will cause
one or several reruns until the line is successfully pigged. The pigging industry has
made great strides in improving the FRS
rate over the past three years. From an
industry avetage of some 67o/o irt 2000,
today, some companies boast up to 900/o
performance, depending on how they
account for the origin of the fault (cus-

tomer-

or

service company-originated).

One of the most stringent applications of
this rule is to entirely disregard the origin

of the fault, but accept the fact that,

because of an improper preparation by
one of the parties involved, the run would
be a failure. This is the hardest but the
most honest way of appiying FRS criteria.
Vith the shifting of responsibilities to the
service companies and the ever-increased

Get a

efforts by the same to assure the first success-

hanille on
UOUr PIG

ful run, additional efforts have been taken in
preparation of the "live runs". It is evident
that any company which is serious about
assuring a high FRS-Rate has to have a vested iflterest in the preparation of.the pipeline.
Today, most of the service companies supply
"caliperi' service and "dummies" to enhance
the preparedness of the pipeline to receive

the live tool, with some of them moving
even fuither into the "upstream" service, by
expanding into mechanical or chemical
cleaning whenever required. Financial considerations and timely delivery of results, in
order to meet regulations, are the principle
driving forces behind such projects. This
implies not only a successful IU inspection
during the first auempt, but a timely delivery
of the inspection results for further evaluation

Economical Pig Thacking In the Plant or In the Field
Pipeline lnspection s complete line
of products effectively tracks the
passage or precise location of pigs
whether they are in the plant or in
the field.

and,

if

required, mitigation. The 49CFR795

OPS ruling stipulates ttrat

within 180

days,

following the integrity assessments to obtain
specific information about a condition in the
pipeline that represents a threat to the integri-

Pig Thacker Tiransmitters

Pig Thacker Sensors

e

a Permanent or portable
a Non lntrusive
o Visual indicator optlons

a

I

o

r

Highly accurate / low cost
Transmitters 2" to 12" and larger
For process plants and pipelines
Waterproof designs
Portable pig locator wands

.

direct financial impact on the op'erator

,
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the anomaly discovered.
In consequence, the incentives of the
FRS and subsequent data delivery have

RTU compatible

PIPELINE INSPE CTION COMPANY , LTD.
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ty of the plpeline, action has to be taken to
mitigate anomalies either immediately or in
6O/tN: days, depending on the severity of

/ October 2003 / www.pipelineandqasiournal.com

and service company.alike. General cost
of a single flrn can be split as follows:

Each time an

ILI tool is run in

a

pipeline an operator must consider certain
costs and operational risks. The accompanying table is a guidi: for determining
the costs and risks associated with ILI.
Some of the common additionai costs for
multiple pig runs are exffa mobilizations,
pig tracking, and accurate data merging.
However, a high FRS rate comes at a
price. The operatot together with their
counterpart in the service company, is
required to prepare the run jointly, thor-

oughly and extensively. Accurate information provided through pipeiine specifica-

tion sheets, detailing construction data,
bends, valves and fittings, is a must in
order to develop a good understanding of
the physical conditions of the line.
Product data, flow rates, pressure profiles

and pipe- cieaning information form an
essential part in preparing runs. The service inspector will use all of this data to
thoroughly prepare the tool for the "live
run". The "dressed" tool is then sent off to

be recovered sometimes as much as

a

week later (depending on distances and
flow rate) at the receiver barrel on the
other end of the pipeline. A field check is
conducted to verify if the data collection
and correct distance measurements have
been achieved, as projected. If yes, it is a
first run success. If not, it will be a rerun.
The human element in achieving a high
FRS rate is critical. Dedication, thoroughness

and ownership of the whole project will
make or fail the run. Highly technical trained
inspectors with often more than 75 to 20
years of experience are a crucial element in
a successful pig run. As the preparations for
a run are very costly to all parties involved

(see chart), a high degree of

success

depends on an intense joint effort between
the various crews. Inspectors often receive a

bonus for a successlirl first run, but no
bonus if a rerun is required, even if the second run is successful. A bonus svstem based

on distributing some of the financial gains
achieved with a successful operation offers
an attractive incentive to al1 of the team
members involved.

Vhile this principle pan be applied for
every run, in parlicular long-term contracts provide operators and service companies with the opportunity to implement
this kind of bonus/malice system. For

example, if the FRS is situated above a
predefined level, such as B5o/0, the operator will pay a bonus in the form of a percentage of the run cost. Similar conditions
apply to run schedule adherence and data
delivery. If the rerun frequency pushes
the level below the limit, the selice company provides an equivalent credit on the
sewice price charged.
'With increasing demand
on technology

and the lack of access to qualified staff,
pipeline operators tum more and more to
the service companies to manage complete
"integrated pipeline solutions" projects.

Financial considerations and timely delivery
of results, in order to meet regulations, are
the principle driving forces behind such
projects. In particular, middle- and smallersized companies that are lacking the intemal

support

to

effectively deal with the new

requirements, have handed over entire proiect packages to qualified seruice providers.
The main purpose of the integrity management rule is to assure a safe and integated

operation of a pipeline and not to shut it

down. Project management has proven in
numerous cases that it not only allows the
opemtitg company to meet OPS requirements on time, but even more so, that it pfc
vides through a well-coordinated integrity
management approach, an economically
alt,z.clive path to pursue into the future. In
such cases, the bonus system can be a signif-

icant driving factor in achieving the primary
goal of any pipeline opemtion, which is
"uptime," while at the same rime reducing ILItool shofiage threads through improved efficienry (FRS and Tool Scheduling), resulting in
improved tool availability to the industry.
Assuring uptime through a shared
risk/reward program for the operator and
service companies alike offers the oppor-

tunity to create a winning formula as well
as a rewarding partnership for years to
come. P&GJ
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